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Learn the advantages and capabilities of medium-format cameras and examine all aspects of medium-format operations, including SLR, twin lens, panoramic, rangefinder, wide angle, press, and view cameras. Also explained and illustrated are lenses and their accessories, motor drives, films, flashes, filters, slides and slide projectors, and more. Includes black and white and color photographs and drawings to illustrate proper use of equipment and various techniques, effects, and possibilities that produce successful photographs with the best possible image quality.

The medium format is truly the format in the middle. It combines many of the benefits of 35 mm photography with those of the large format, making a medium format system an excellent choice for almost all types of photography from candid action with a hand-held camera to critical studio work from a tripod. Special chapters are devoted to these different applications and the type of equipment that most likely meets your photography needs. This book explains clearly the medium format's benefits, advantages, and disadvantages and provides a comparison of the medium format to other formats so you can decide whether it is right for you and your photography.                                       

*The definitive book on medium format, cameras and technique, the most commonly used format of commercial photography
*New material on panoramic format, apochromatic lenses, aspheric lenses, tele extenders, glass and relative illumination, and motor drives
*Updated information on perspective control, tilt controls,  built in metering systems, and use of apertures.     

       About the Author
   
Ernst Wildi is an independent writer and consultant to Hasselblad who has lectured all over the world on medium format photography. He has written several hundred articles on photography and filmmaking. His photographic work has won many international awards, and he is the recipient of the 1999   International Award from the American Society of Photographers.
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Sams Teach Yourself AJAX in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2006
Sams Teach Yourself Ajax in 10  Minutes

 is a concise introduction to the basics of building Ajax  applications and the architecture and operation of these applications. You will  learn the techniques employed in using Ajax, introducing Ajax and explaining how  it may...
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News and Journalism in the UK: A Textbook (Communication and Society)Routledge, 2009
News and Journalism in the UK is an accessible and comprehensive introduction to the political, economic and regulatory environments of press and broadcast journalism in Britain and Northern Ireland.

 

Surveying the industry in a period of radical economic and technological change, Brian McNair examines the main...
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Shipping Interdiction and the Law of the Sea (Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law)Cambridge University Press, 2009
In this comparative study of shipping interdiction, Douglas Guilfoyle considers the State action of stopping, searching and arresting foreign flag vessels and crew on the high seas in cases such as piracy, slavery, drug smuggling, fisheries management, migrant smuggling, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and maritime terrorism....
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Ambient FindabilityO'Reilly, 2005
How do you find your way in an age of information overload? How can you filter streams of complex information to pull out only what you want? Why does it matter how information is structured when Google seems to magically bring up the right answer to your questions? What does it mean to be "findable" in this day and...
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JNCIA: Juniper Networks Certified Internet Associate Study GuideSybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the JNCIA exam JNO-201 from Juniper  Networks. Written by a team of Juniper Networks trainers and engineers, this  Study Guide provides:

	Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies  
	In-depth coverage of official test objectives  
	Hundreds of...
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Hybrid Intelligent Systems for Pattern Recognition Using Soft Computing: An Evolutionary Approach for Neural Networks and Fuzzy SystemsSpringer, 2005
We describe in this book, new methods for intelligent pattern recognition using soft computing techniques. Soft Computing (SC) consists of several computing paradigms, including fuzzy logic, neural networks, and genetic algorithms, which can be used to produce powerful hybrid intelligent systems for pattern recognition. Hybrid intelligent systems...
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